Martha's cell 206 550 0891
Lot's 206 554 1209
FL. 632 dep. 7:25 JXKWMR
25C, D am. 11:11
FL. 649 dep. 4:20 10MTSN
22AC am. 1:47

FEGS
AGP 3620

Cindy's cell 530-819-4566
#8 2015, dep. 12 GMAYZ G
10A, B am 12:50
#8 2172 dep. 9:30
15D, E am. 10:20

6V 60

Madeleine 503 887-1112
Oswego Grill
Bill Baars Rm 309
externalized dream objects
Knetch: E. Commt Rd

Boating buddy: Jim

John T. Billie Moreau
- Eng Dept.
Cary & Karen Fry
- lawyer in Phx
Poet

White water drawn
Marge
SE Corner

Al Tov Tavolino

Oracle & Ana

Hacienda del 3 abs

Wildflower

Tang Verde

Maverick Ranch

Cacti & Succulents

@ and 1/2 speedway
open to arguing; like to hear them, can say no.

Pop angled his head a few degrees more, determined (smile).

Eyebrows raised, really tall & skinny shirt sleeve.
nearly same color.

newcomer

so hard?

cucoo?

When you go thru a gate! you ought to close it behind you.

Sophia Ruby
matter because (dead)

long swim to Asia

"You don't got to. What needs eating?"

Great, qnt, qnt.

#s are up the w/ a mom (lady).
2. Pamidronate infusions

downside of dropping Thal?

other medication?

next Thal order (Thurs.)?

4 mo OK?
When fascism comes to Am's it will be wrapped in flag and carrying a cross.

w/ a post... who has a troublesome (name 7) curiosity.

morden burgers
Feb. 24

a little behind

½ the books by 6:30
- Sunday
- earned / ready
3-5 small / 12 large
any 4 30/415

make our lunch scare
Morri - U Chū / school

Book/video

Samah Pië 3/6 Virginia

Pac Plaë 600 Pine
1 Kelp meal
2 cottonseed meal
1 dolomite lime
1 rock phosphate -0-3-0?

Meaning/mL

4 certainly know that.

Does Ammon $ work here?

Jolly
A Mix 1 Cred

Ransom - Malone

hosts Zach Maslow

1. Odyssey

older days

in a room

cozy

YHWL is too
mythm conductor

that said "No."

, old hoss.

That's not much a
sharp idea.

sincerely

mas i a W ms
H el A lone
Amanda Soule
366-2455
Wild, Pop.

makes you laugh up.

Dolto, Kiddo

Del did take that in, but P definitely did, giving me a 1A and said DC chat again. I quickly did.
5-10-10 (2)
Sul Do Mag.
Ammonium sulphate
For one, "teno"
Vita Gn.

mulch

Paul V Terry Graham
503-636-5676
July 24
I'm just busy...
in mostly a
drink, it was
5 at morn & time

Fine!

1 of those moments

you expect something

that age to get

milk & young

got deadly.
TX apply exists because it rhymes
or excess

Wait a minute; what did he just say?

. breeze biz

That's a new one on me.

Each person w/ something to tell
1st gust in a miniature 7 laughter that left him...

B Lynn

C Richards

J Curran

W storm 7 mins

had all we ed still

386-6650
as if warming it in (her) hands.

How hard?

That's not in my vocabulary.

Where'd you concoct that from?

They were right, miraculously.
Because of who we are

Vegans

All will be lost

Taste and smell

Fing is what I'm thinking

Vita Stab
Mar 19 - 5
I have caught anything that related to them
up to the mention in the report, and any body can
read that—
relative by absorption

Really?

Vinegar will table refract
Time is what I'm thinking

VitaStart
What most likely could be.

shifting fate i see

Put ya image on saw
This is not and.

and you believe.

as gather ...

some an inten/vies
some sockets in
my heart opened.

Yours

With a sense of

comfort, you can

accept.

clarity

prevailed on

my paper

intensity

I guess ...

Lot me guess.
We'll go see what FP hour you say.

That was, way things were.

My mind went every which way:

mannequin/fiery/delightful
- a for lack of another word, cozy.
Husky

cross/croaky

Sheesh.

Duck to cover

Furnished rebels
drew in breath

I was shocked.

What obtains?
Madam? 

Why did she work so hard? 

Why do parents come from? 

at an age where crazy 

motions, ideas appear. It's 

hard to tell which of 

them are crazy. 

like chain lightning 

can come out of a
I made a mistake.

Notations before of after.

Some pocket of my mind.

Maybe it was put together wrong.

penciled

marked

pencil behind ear

Whoa, boys! You two students are getting out early, on account roads.
608 36th Ave
221-7087
Emily Benjamin

PO Box 222
Get @. Head
Get @. Two.

Noted
Smidg
taking world by storm

pulled him ahead to macy's bunting

pay hole

special kind of

cool rain

same difference
Sun 16th 5.30

Wells

A shot has been in coming, night?

Can't entirely

Of course...

And of course...

Sweeping his goal for action & whisking men from me,
shot me a glance. OK, midde. multih
chevire - wrinkles
eente - thick cheese
awful nice
if you know what I mean
Old test
hair cut
post office
Dr. A Jd/Walters - card
That makes completely sense.

grabbing air

Antiope Waste Co/D Mnco
Candid Camera
Sebastian Barry
R. J. Kluge—
Gene Tomorrow
Russian Agent Napoleon
Death & Life of Cat
Ammon Schel System—
Draine Rauitch

Buta —Habana colt
AZ — $120—
spend

with Butter for

my leaking ink

pickles

Take my turn
@ o'errings.
Any kid is a gift spy
until that talent meets
itself in minors.

I can't get past that thing.

Cannot stop looking.

Until we become
dependent
on our internal
values.
crack drugs - permanent food

Well, hell, there's always proxy method, proxy by proxy

In those years, I've had stories. Real. That was a point.

lock of drinking
Who don't know their 00 from their 00.

My anxiety

I say

Can't win them all.

He had that 12 people get with...
As name suggest
Lavin cousins
celestial
loco
Sat.
curl whip
more of frame/copper
start lettuce?
cut sorrel
lawn? (Sun.?)
tomato plant?
When you are that kind of any kind of hard core
begin to control or
be immaginare
of what we are
for me.

Not inhibited by

Im Scolded -

Emo and me
4 1/4 from wall
Top 80 1/2" up

Not hardly.

Illustration done

From that day on,

Yr. #7 chips

Pop did not like
his tomatoes

You... conclude in

Hugs, forget it.
Steve -
3.25.2000
3.5.37.71

Harry & Mag are well

From that day on,

& a #7 chin

Pop did not like
to be touched &
will conclude in
hugs, forget it.
You dirty dog you.

We left top of yr read.

Wash vest

Shepherdess... once in a while... a good while.

-integrity of cock

practice
A bold female we
near to me—
what she was
Velma—
but we in a category
all her own.

we're on 2 or 4 planets

That sounds to me worse
than stage fright

Yay. Boo
dress shoes

Tracy

Car washes

Don't even try it up
definitely not well,
distinctly

Inverted oasis

nearly holy

C. Wallace recorded
Donkey crew

in her seat

Her eyes perfectly vacant

No cousins, aunts, uncles
Well, happen fast at night, after...
That chat cost me a

PM 2:15

unraveled
injunction

You can't drink with ya feel, do illusion.
If you ever think of a spectacle
Pop around an eye now bold as a crystal ball
Don't get hypnotized more indistinct than that
Yellow Pea
Sun Gold
(Chokwe's Cherry)
Cold Nugget
Early Girl

Alyce Sterling

 trimmed Music
Musical quality
5A green modern Eng
Pumpkin pants

Sheep dip
Cottonwood/English

Dale Sterling
E. Vivian Music
6D 17

continuance no
of language
calling

Act 4

as meditation

Harmin / Mid

- I am aware

I have not what
to say!